
on the move. In the “real world,” engaging your
opponents with accurate aimed fire while moving
(preferably to cover) is a very useful skill to have
in your bag of tricks.

FREQUENT AND VARIED TRAINING
At a USPSA/IDPA match, for a small fee (in

my area it’s 15 bucks a match), assuming you
live in an area with a vigorous match schedule,
every weekend you can fire half a dozen scenar-
ios during which you practice all the things you
need – and are unable – to practice anywhere
else. You’ll find yourself doing things you never
would have otherwise, building your skill and
experience and competence. And you don’t
have to design and set up these shooting prob-
lems for yourself. Someone else will do it for
you, week after week, month after month, and
year after year. Such a deal.

DEVELOPING MENTAL TOUGHNESS
USPSA and IDPA both take a lot of heat for

“unrealistic stage design,” especially the number
of targets that must be engaged per stage. “We
should train how we fight,” the theory goes.
“Since most self-defense emergencies involve
one or two opponents at close range, your train-
ing should focus on engaging only one or two
targets at close range.” I believe such people
miss the point. While some folks see the high-
round-count, multiple-target format of USPSA/
IDPA stages as a liability, I see it as quite possibly
the sports’ greatest strength.

Under extreme stress, things become much
harder to do. Fine motor skills degrade, higher
intellectual functions suffer. One of the precepts of a
good self-defense training program is, “Train your-
self BEYOND reality.” Train yourself to do MORE
than you’ll ever realistically NEED to do. If your
training has ONLY equipped you to deal with a very
simple shooting problem, you’re going to find deal-
ing with an equivalent complexity scenario “for
real” VERY difficult. If you’re used to dealing with
shooting scenarios a level of magnitude more com-
plex (for those who’ve always wondered, an “order
of magnitude” is 10 x), by contrast the realistic self-
defense problem, even under stress, is…EASY.

I well remember interviewing Danny Morris,
the ex-Marine and avid IPSC shooter who found
himself caught in the middle of a gunfight
between a police officer and an honest-to-God
psychopath. When the cop’s gun choked at “the
moment of truth,” Danny drew his concealed-
carry/match gun, a stainless steel Colt Delta Elite
Gold Cup 10mm loaded with full-power big bore
Magnum-level ammo, swiftly hit the bad guy three
times in the center of the chest and solved the
problem. I’ve seen the autopsy photos. Beautiful
group, looked like a little triangle. When I asked
Danny Morris whether he thought his combat pis-
tol match experience helped him in this shootout,
he replied, “Compared to what I do every week-
end, this was actually a very simple shooting
problem.” That just about says it all. DP
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